
BUNDLES 

While the basics of Order Bundles have been brought into SmartSales, we have also made some enhancements 
to make working with bundles even easier and more productive.  To create a bundle select one or more line 
items in the Individual Line Items section.  Unlike in DentaCAD Classic, the line items do not have to be 
adjacent to one another.  
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Once you have selected the items you wish to bundle, click on the Create Bundle icon (3 blocks in a pyramid 
shape).  You will be presented with the popup in the following images.   

Type a name for your bundle and select how you prefer the bundle to appear on Forms.  These options work 
exactly as they do in DentaCAD Classic.  (Ignore the “None” option, that is in the process of being removed).   

Once you have given the bundle a name and chosen the Print Options click the Create Bundle button. 

Clicking on the Bundle icon to the far right of an existing Bundle’s name will re-display the above 
dialogue and allow you to change the Bundle name and/or choose a different Print Option.  (Bundle 
Edit functionality is in final QA testing and may not be available in UAT quite yet). 
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The selected items will now appear in a separate subtotaled section.   

To modify contents of a bundle you can add a new item to that section via product search.  You can also drag 
items from the Individual Line Items section and even from other bundles into your newly created bundle.  
Likewise you can drag items out of your bundle back into the Individual Line Items section (and other 
bundles). 
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If you decide you no longer need this bundle, click the Trash icon to the far right of the Bundle name.   You 
will be presented with the following pop-up: 
 

From here you can cancel the deletion command, delete just the bundle (the line items will be sent 
back to the Individual Order Line section) or delete the bundle as well as its contents. 
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